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Annual Banquet, Rally Feature Week End
Students Start
Celebrating Win
Over Furman
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Pipes Laid For New Filter System
$140,000 Plant
Be Completed
Next Year

Drum Will Start
Booming Tomorrow
Clemson students will swing into one of their biggest weekends
of the year tonight at six thirty
when they go to the College mess
hall to dig into the Thanksgiving
Day banquet, staged annually by
Captain J. D. Harcombe, mess officer for the school.
Just after the big feed, the students will gather in the amphitheatre for one of the biggest and
best pep meetings in the history
of the school, to celebrate what
Tiger followers hope and believe
will be their biggest moment this
year—ari all-out rout of the Furman Hurricane.
Saturday morning after classes,
students will begin. the trek to
Greenville for the year's most important football game, and they
will be free of scholastic and military duties until Monday night.
Kitchen workers have been busy
Attractive Bidu Sayao, Brazilian soprano who sang here Monday night, snapped to attention and since early this morning roasting
saluted the Stars and Stripes along with the cadets Monday at the parade in her honor. "Cute as a the hundreds of turkeys that will
be served tonight, cooking the gravy
speckled pup" seemed to be the consensus of student opinion on Miss Sayao.
steaming the rice, and making the
other sauces and delicacies which
go with a Turkey dinner. Preparation of other items, such as candy,
nuts, and fruits, has been going on
since early this week.
Students will take enough fruit,
nuts and cakes out of the mess
hall tonight, Captain Harcombe
said, for each room to send a box
home, if this year's feed is like past
ones. Last year every man took approximately six pounds of leftovers
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Breeland Handles

Work Covered By
Priority Rating
Four thousand feet of ten-inch
cast iron pipe are being laid on
the campus as part of the $140,000
filter plant system now under construction at Clemson.
The new
purification plant will replace a
long out-dated settlement
basin
which now supplies Clemson's water.
Equipment for the project, ordered in late June, has just begun
to arrive. The work is expected
to be completed next year.
A
blanket priority was necessary before material could be obtained.
The present water plant was
installed more than twenty years
ago, when Clemson enrollment stood
at 1007 students. During times
of extremely dry weather the storage, lake became nearly dry, and
the supply was totally inadequate
for the expanded needs of the
college and community. The new
system will prevent any recurrence of this condition.
Raw water will be drawn from tha
Seneca river at a point near the
YMCA cabin, and will be piped U
the plant for purification.

Tiger Given Best Ail-Round
Rating At State Convention
Declared Best
In State For
Third Time

S. C. Seedmen
Visitors Here

Jordan Hurt In
Airplane Crash

Tiger Make-Up
For This Issue
Dick Breeiand, general science Junior from Columbia and
news editor of The Tiger, handled the make-up of this week's
issue.
The actual editorial policy of
the paper was handled entirely by the senior staff, and
Breeland executed the actual
physical lay-out of the paper.
The makeup for several issues before Christmas will be
handled by the outstanding
members of the junior staff who
are in line for the editorship.
J. Bonner Manly, assistant
managing editor, will edit the
Tiger next week.

Ben Jordan, Clemson alumnus
and former ground school instructor in the Clemson CPT program,
is recovering from injuries received in an airplane
crash in the
North Carolina mountains, according to a letter sent to Professor
Bob Gee this week.
Jordon was flying with an army
pliot when a mountain suddenly
loomed out of the thick fog.
To quote from the letter:" . . .
we were coming in at, about 200
M.P.H., but I had time to loosen my
safety belt, slide down in my seat
until the safety belt was under my
armpits, and after pulling the ripcord of my parachute wrapped the
silk around my face and neck. I
am a walking example that this is
a good procedure in case of a
crash."

Winning the Wilton E. Hall, trophy for the best all-around college newspaper in the state made Editor
Wfir.ir C.. McDonald plenty happy last week, and having beautiful Nancy Gilder Coleman, Honorary
Cadet Colonel, join in on congratulations made him that much happier. The cup will remain permanently
at Clemson, since this was the third consecutive win for this school.

Thurman Hero
In Edgefield
Gun Battle

Date Tickets Go
On Sale Tonight
Date tickets for the ClemsonFurman struggle Saturday will
be on sale at the Field House
tonight and tomorrow night
from seven to eight o'clock,
athletic association officials announced yesterday.
These periods will be absolutely the last chance to obtain
seats for the game, they said,
since all other seats in the stadium have been sold.
The tickets will sell for two
dollars and twenty cents.

Circuit Judge ' J. Strom Thurmond, well known Clemson graduate who was
president of the
Alumni Association last year, recently figured
prominently in a
gun battle arrest of three desperate criminals, and was actually the
man who made the arrests.
Thurmond, one
of Clemson's
outstanding graduates and probably the youngest man ever to fill
a circnit judge's seat in this state,
faced the gunmen unarmed and
made the arrest of the woman in
the shooting. His action may have
prevented mob violence on the
part of the crowd which had gathered about the home in which she
was cornered.
Tau Beta Pi, national honorary
Police authorities in Edgefield,
where the gun fight took place, professional engineering society, will
were loud in their praise for the formally initiate eight members
sometime soon, Jaick Q. Lever, reClemson alumnus.
cording secretary, said this week.
The men, who were elected last
and who have undergone informal
initiation this week, were taken
from the upper fifth of the senior
engineering school and from the top
ranking juniors, Seniors
tapped
are L. D. Rhodes, electrical engineers; J. F. Bryant, electrical enneer; C. A. Stokes, electrical engineer; A. W. Somerville, mechaniThe Senior Class of Clemson is cal engineer; and H. G. Ballard,
sponsoring the Limestone College mechanical engineer.
Juniors are H. E. Blanton, meChoir which will be here for a prochanical engineer, and Freddy Hobgram of music in the chapel Satur- son and J. W. Withers, electrical
day, December 6.
engineers.
The local chapter, which is headThe program in the chapel will
be under the direction of Miss ed by C. E. Hammond, is making
Catharine Pfohl. Miss Pfohl has had plans to have all engineering books
great success in training musical moved from the college library to
groups; she will bring to Clemson a the engineering library, Lever said.
Tau Beat Pi, which is the Phi
well trained group of individuals
who will sing folk songs, popular, Beta Kappa of technical schools,
was organized in 1885, and is one of
and semi-popular music.
the program will begin at 8:15 the richest national societies in the
country.
and last approximately one hour.

Tau Beta Pi
Taps Eight
New Members

Limestone Choir
To Sing Here

Air Corps Recruiters Be Here In December
Clemson will be one of the leading technical schools to be visited
early in December by Air Corps officers to secure engineering officers
for the expanding Army Air Forces.
Several hundred of this year's graduating class of reserve officers with
engineering degrees are needed by
the Materiel Division at Wright
Field to conduct the research and
development program of the Air
Corps. The recently created Air Service Command, which has the supply and maintenance function for
the Air Forces, needs hundreds
more to serve as squadron engineering officers and to Administer

the enormous supply program of
the Air Forces. These officers will
be selected from qualified R. O. T.
C. graduates.
To any engineer who is graduating in June, 1942, this program presents an opportunity to use his
technical training and to gain
broad and varied engineering experience. Duty at Wright Field offers experience in applied research,
testing, production engineering, and
administrative work. Especially desired are aeronautical, mechanical,
and electrical engineers. However,
a certain number of officers trained
in business administration and in

ir ~k ic

technical subjects other than those
named above are needed at Wright
Field, and the Air Service Command has great need for such men.
Five Wright Field officers will
visit Clemson during the first week
in December for the purpose of
interviewing R. O. T. C. seniors interested in being commissioned in
the Air Corps rather than in the
branch in which they.received their
military training. Non-R. O. T. C.
students interested in obtaining an
Aviation Cadet appointment in aeronautical engineering leading to a
commission as squadron engineering officer are also invited to be

present at the interview. Time and
place of the interview will be announced by the military department.
The September, 1941, issue of Flying and Popular Aviation was devoted entirely to the organization
and work of the Army Air Forces,
most of the subject matter being
centered about the work of the Material Division. Several copies of
this magazine have been sent to
the school library by the Materiel
Division to aid prospective Air
Corps officers in obtaining an idea
of the character of the work at
Wright Field.

Senior YMCA
Men Be Given
Service Keys
The Senior Cabinet members of
the Clemson College YMCA are to
be given keys on December 14, P.
B. Holtzendorff, general secretary
of the Clemson Y announced this
week.
The following men will be presented keys at an appropriate service immediately following the Vespers program for that Sunday:
Dick Sosnowski, president, from
Johns Island, Charleston; Ed Garrison, vice-president,, from Anderson;
Jimmy Skardon, recording secretary,
from
Walterboro; Givens
Young and Julian Dusenbury from
Florence; Moise Johnson,
Aiken;
Nelson Jackson, Trion, N. C,; Jack
Courson, Clarksville, Ga.;
Theo
Gage, Anderson; Harry Sturgis,
Rock HiU; and David Bissett from
Savannah.

YMCA Board To
Meet With
Poole Today
The Clemson College YMCA Advisory Board will have a call meeting in the office of Dr. R. F. Poole
Thursday afternoon, November 20,
at 4 p. m., P. B. Holtzendorff,
general secretary of the Clemson
Y, announced.
Routine business matters and reports are to be taken up and considered; also the part that the Y
can play in helping to secure a
new armory building here at Clemson. It is considered probable that
additional space for intra-mural
sports will be provided for in the
new Armory.
Hope is also expressed by several
friends, P. B. Holtzendorff announced, that the Y may secure
a new gymnasium for community
purposes. There is a need for at
least five more basketball courts
in order to accommodate all those
who wish to take part.
Besides Dr. Poole • there will be
present the following members of
the YMCA Advisory Board: Major
S. M. Martin, who has been repeatedly
elected
chairman
for
many years; L. C. Littlejohn; Dr.
J. E. Ward, Jr.; B. E. Goodale; S.
W. EVans; J. B. Douthit; B. B.
Burley; J. A. Henry; T. B. Young;
S. B. Earle; J. E. Hunter; G. H.
Aull; Dick Sosnowski; and P. B.
Holtzendorff, Jr.

Holidays To Begin
After Last Class
Saturday Morning
Holidays for the Furman-Clem"
son football game, to be played in
Greenville Saturday afternoon, will
begin after the last scheduled class
on Saturday and will extend until
long roll Monday night. Those students who have no Saturday classes
will be permitted to leave the cam-1
pus immediately after breakfast
formation. Reveille and breakfast
formations will be held at the regular times.
All students will be required to
sign off on their company rosters
before leaving the campus. Rifles
will be collected in a designated
room on each company. Students
are cautioned to lock their doors
securely before leaving.

Converse And
Wofford Hold
YMCA Service
Vespers for Sunday, November 30,
will be conducted by a delegation
of students from Converse and Wofford Colleges.
Among the interesting reels to
be shown free at the November 30
Vespers will be "Glimpses of Kentucky," "Garden Spot of the North,'*
"News," and "Going Places" wita
Lowell Thomas, announced P. B.
Holtzendorff, general secretary ol!
the Y.
Sunday, December 7, Vespers will
be conducted by the Limestone College Choir.
Sunday, December 14, the Vespers program will be given over to.
Mr. William Hall Preston, froia
Nashville, Tenn. Plans are also being made to use Mr. Preston in various student meetings at the Baptist Church and at the YMCA.

Do you want me to wear a tux?
—Lipscombe
It's all in fun.
—Green
Those privates can search a second lieutenant's very soul. I know,
because I've been both!
—Sims
Now don't advertise this.
—Ge«
Witty, isn't he.
—Ware
Don't argue with a farmer—they
are just like women, work around
them some other way.
—"Big Ben" GoodaW
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Be There—
It seems useless to request your presence at the Pep
Rally tonight, because everyone will be there with possibly
a half dozen exceptions. It's for that half dozen that this
space is filled. At Clemson we like to "whole hog" things.
You guys who were planning a trip to Anderson tonight
can wait until next week to tantalize Oscar.
Cheerleader Jack Richards will do his bit to help put
over the greatest rally in Clemson history—and we aren't
tossing superlatives around effeminately.
We're letting the bars down for an evening of hilarious
rip roaring celebration, the like of which these Blue Ridge
foothills have never been witness to. The reverberations
Will probably cause the wind to stir over Furman way.
Clemson notables down to lowly Oscar will be there and
we're expecting you too.

The Credit Lies—
.Members of the Tiger staff have this week been generously recognized and congratulated for winning the "best
newspaper" award at the annual state College Press Convention for the third successive year.
We, of course, appreciate all the compliments, but we
think that the members of the Clemson publications board
—Professor John Lane, chairman, Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, and
Mr. Joe Sherman—deserve as much credit for the success
of the Tiger as any member of the staff.
The conrtibutions of these men have been inestimable.
Professor Lane, although he has never censored a Tiger
editorial or news story and never rewritten a news story or
editorial—in his informal chats with the Tiger editors, has
given the inspiration to the current staff that has on many
occasions meant the difference between a crumby paper
and an average fair one.
Mr, Shermaft's contribution has been chiefly through
his library of sports and college information which is always open to the Tiger for any purpose.
Mr. Littlejohn—the adopted "father" of the Tiger
staff—can always be depended upon to tell a hot headed reporter what his story or editorial will look like in print,
and is the guiding genius of our finances.
Without these, and many others, the Tiger would not
be all-state.

Appreciation—
From the time of Clemson's origin it has been recognized that the Cadets are some of the most appreciative and
courteous fellows to be found In any college in the land.
This statement is entirely true, however, the other day
a car pulled up to the curb in front of the Post Office and
three freshmen got calmly out, shut the door, and turned
and walked away, without the slightest utterance of appreciation for the ride. It seems to us that by this time the
freshmen should be getting into the spirit of Clemson by
coming into contact with the upperclassmen who have made
Clemson what it is today. Now fellows, this condition hasn't
existed here before. Let's not forget that people that give
you rides from town to town don't pick you up because you
might be good-looking. They're doing' you a favor. A favor
deserves thanks. Let's observe this courtesy.

A Day Of ThanksToday is Thanksgiving. We at Clemson need to stop
for a minute and take stock of the manifold blessings for
which we should be thankful. Institutions are few and far
between where freedom is practiced as well as preached.
Freedom of religion, freedom of speech, and freedom of the
press are more than just so many words here . . . they
mean exactly what they spell. So, on this Thanksgiving
day, let's all give thanks for America, our home, and ClemBon, our Alma Mater.

The Slip Stick Talks—
.. The Tiger recently voiced its sentiments regarding the
unnecessary brutal conduct that invariably goes with the
informal initiations of the many clubs and fraternities on
the campus. The Tiger, in that editorial, suggested that
those brutal informal initiations be discontinued at Clemson.
Here is an editorial written by Francis Webster, editor
of the Clemson Slip Stick, in his first issue of the year,
that ably sums up our sentiments:
"Even though the Slip Stick is an engineering magazine, it is basically "Clemson," and has certain policies
concerning the student body and their actions that lie outside of the engineering field.
We know that our college is the best, but some of our
actions could be easily misconstrued by outsiders into thinking that Clemson is a "hick college." This is no idle statement. Fraternity initiations such as the ones we have here
have been described by many as typical of "hick colleges."
It seems that everyone connected with a fraternity on the
campus has definitely gotten in a rut when it comes to enlarging the fraternity with the addition of new members.
If there is anything more degrading to a cadet, or more
useless to a fraternity, it is the proverbial paddle and cigarette routine. The time lost and the expense incurred are
also worth mentioning.
It seems that instead of looking forward to fellowship
and fraternity, the outstanding thought in a pledge's mind
is the two or three "hell-weeks" that in the past have seemed to be a necessary evil. These initiations have no actual
connection with the fraternity work, and only serve to show
cadets and outsiders that there is no originality present in
the fraternity in question.

By JUDSON CHAPIN
FURMAN
Methinks that John L. Lewis
should make the acquaintance of
about half the student body cf Furman University and take a few lessons in the art of organizing. As
may be guessed, here and there,
the Furman-Clemson tilt will be
run off this Saturday afternoon.
Over here oh the Clemson campus
banners are being prepared, the
"Beat the Hell out of Furman"
chant has already sounded in the
mess hall. But the Clemson ability
to organize seems weak indeed as
compared to the activity at Furman; verbally and editorially.
If you were to call up any domitory on the Furman campus, you
would be greeted with something
like this: "Beat Clemson! Hello ?"
or "Beat the hell out of Clemson
headquarters number 1, Hello."
Last week the Furman HORNET
ran a spine-thrilling, redblooded,
Gawd save our Alma Mammy editorial which ended with something
like this—Furman has a background
that shines like a beam of brilliant
light from the past to the present.
Since eighteen something-or-other
Furman has reflected a glorious
past. Clemson has had nothing but
a- dull past. How could any team
with a dull background like that of
Clemson hope to beat Furman?
And that ain't all.
Taking courage in the fact that
Carolina beat Clemson, this week a
blasting editorial fairly screams
from the HORNET filling every
loyal Furman student with the lust
for victory . . . Thusly, in part:
"A few thumbtacks stuck in trees
for a few days will not do any harm
to them—the points barely penetrate the bark. But those thumbtacks holding up posters can do a
tremendous amount of good. It may
mean the difference between victory
and defeat November 22."
JJow all that propaganda, superfluous as it may be, is good stuff
even though the cause is a hopeless
one, but a certain individual, I won't
tell you his name, but I'll give you
his initials. James Bulman, of the
HORNET staff has in .my: mind defeated the entire purpose of what
was intended to be good, clean,
spotrsmanlike fun. In- his column
he rambles on about how necessary
it is that the entire student body
get behind the team and push them
for all they are worth.
He drools on to say that at one
time he was a Clemson football fan
and although he wanted to have
Furman beat Clemson, he was always glad when Clemson won their
other games. Then he says:
"Since that time, however, I have
seen the error of my ways and
have repented m dust and ashes.
Now I see that it does not befit a
true Furman man to pull for Clemson, no matter whom they are playing. Individually they are O. K.
but'when you put them together in
a group, then they're nothing buc
a bunch of bums."
His crazed mind wanders on and
on. (Well, what if I am prejudiced)
anyhow, after all this screaming for
support of ye olde Furman team,
he dribbles into this.
"So let's have more school spirit.
Our school spirit plants have turned out a few small orders, but they
are behind in production. Full speed
ahead and all out backing our team.
As for the team itself, they did
swell in the second half last week,
but their playing in the first half
was lousey, lousey, 1-o-u-s-e-y. But
I am glad to say that they came
back in the third quarter as did
those gallant Furman teams of yore.
Let's paint the town up with BEAT
CLEMSON!"
Well BULman, a little more team
inspiring talk like that last paragraph and the gallant team like
iteams of yore will not have the desire to BEAT CLEMSON! An impossibility anyhow.
TRUTH HURTS
A friend of mine who is a student in dramatics at Carnegie Tech
writes me that a while back in order
to add to the realism of one of the
drama deparements productions a
little negro boy' was needed. After
much searching about, they finally
found one with dramatic propensities and an aspiration towards being a Thesbian. The little lad was
naturally thrilled at the chance to
appear en a gen-u-wine stage and
was so excited that he immediately
rushed to the theater phone and
called his mammy and pappy to
tell them about it. With voice full
of emotion religiously explained on
the phone that: "I'se playing de
part of a liddle colored boy!"
ADS PAY
In the interest of national defense, Westminster college gals have
inserted ads in their college newspaper, and it seems that soldiers
and sailors, even in Honolulu, read
the classified ads.
The girls, in an effort to keep the
service men from being lonely at
their Hawaiian post, inserted the
following advertisement in a Honolulu paper.
"Five Westminster College girls,
New Wilmlngham, Pa., would like
to correspond with men in the army
and Navy."
Within a short time about 200
letters arrived from College men,
steel workers, cowboys, salesmen and
lumberjacks, now in military service,
t
Few of the letters were "mash"
notes. Most expressed their loniless,
while two sent poems and one writer
mailed a sermon on "helping the
underworld."
The students, unable to answer
all the letters personally, have passed them out to other co-eds, who
will correspond with the senders.
Sounds like a swell idea. Why
don't some of the other female colleges do the same thing.

1he piRST
FRATERNITY LODGE IN AMERICABUILT AT KENYOM COLLEGE (OHIO)
BY DELTA KAPPA EPSIL0N-I852/

LUCKY

COLGATE UNIVERSITY
WAS FOUNDED BY 13

CR€W RACES
STARTED THE FIRST INTERCOLLEGIATE
RIVALRIES. IN I652 THE LONG SERIES
BETWEEN HARVARD AND YALE BEGAN.'

MEN WfTH Y5 DOLLARS
AND 13 PRAYERS.'
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Talk of the
Town
By HARRIS HOLLIS
"Hey! Hey! Consider Those Tigers," said Jake Wade,
sports editor of the Charlotte Observer, in his column,
"Sports Parade," earlier this week.
He goes on to say: "Clemson's Tigers haven't been in
this spot for some time except for the illuminating information that the Demon Deacons of Wake Forest thought
they could lick them and expected to do so, and it's high
time we turn the spotlight back on Frank Howard's powerful regiment.
"For the Demon Deacons didn't beat the Tigers. Instead they discovered what other Clemson foes found out
this season, that the Tigers have class.

By HOKE SLOAN
"Squeedunk" Pardue is batting
one thousand per cent on attending football games this year.
Ensign W. L. Eidson, serving on
the u. S. S. Texas, has mailed
in ^his IPTAY check. He probably won't get his Tiger, because
Uncle Sam will not allow him to
give us his address.
Kirk Taylor visits Clemson regularly and has a supply of tickets
for the bowl game at Greenville
always with him.
Jess Neville
bought
twenty
tickets each for the Wake Forest
and Furman football games.
Red Williamson and Boo Armstrong are planning to follow the
Tigers to the Auburn game.
Red Padget,
of Camp Croft,
had his ticket for the homecoming game since last August.
Buck
Brown
has
purchased
enough tickets for the Furman
game for every Belton IPTAY
member.
Schaefer Meritt, Dixie Store
executive, presents a number of
his mployees with tickets to the
Furman game every year.
Horace Kinsey and Sherwood
Price of Walterboro were here for
the weekend.

<1U
G<UUfkUe
(lev-iew-

—that there are repercussions
—that the few Wake Forest supabout some of the things he (osear) porters who were here were right
said last week which is to be con- guys.
■—osear says—
sidered as a compliment to him,
—that he hopes you boys will be
cause it's a sure sign somebody's
just as considerate of the Furmanreading his column.
ites as you would of their brothers
—osear says——that he want's to knew, "Who in Columbia.
—osear says—
is Furman?"
—that he don't mean the boys at
—osear says—
Carolina
even
if they are nuts, too.
—that the cup that runneth over
—osear says—
at the press convention for the
—that this guy Bulman (scribe
Tiger boys last year didn't last week on the Furman Hornet) who says
end.
that, collectively, the cadet corps
—osear says—
is a bunch of bums ain't got any
—that Jack Lever had a power- room to talk.
house up for the dance. Whew!
—osear says—
—osear says—
—that we may eat in a mess hall
—that he is sho quaking in his over here, but damn if we stand
boots since he heard that a few in line for bread and water at the
citizens are laying for him, Ha! But relief station.
he didn't do it.
—osear says—
—that he hasn't seen a pieture
—osear says—
—that First Sergeant "bo-rat" of any Clemson boys standing on
Morrison is trying to get back in the corner begging ,and that he .
the good graces of the country- distinctly remembers seeing two
gentlemen" by promoting square Foomanites' pix in a Greenville
dances on his company's hall every paper doing it.
—osear says—
night just before
long roll, but
—that regardless of what the
he (osear) doubts if he (Morrison)
uniform for the game in Greenwill ever get far.
ville is he (osear) is gonna' wear
—osear says—
—that N. O. '('Nock Out) Mc- his dress belt. And he don't mean
Dowell has Colvin worried. Just because it shines so nieely.
—osear says—
who is running the CDA? Answer:
—that we are gonna' beat HELL
It aint McDowell.
out of Furman.
—osear says—
—osear says—
—that PoCkyhot Scott doesn't
—that he hopes you guys think
like the new name osear gave him.
this
stuff
is
a lot funnier than he
But it fits.
(osear) does.
'—osear says—
—osear »ays—
—that the first regiment should
—that the Military Department
take on a little military polish what
with all these afternoon drills and looked like Marshal's GHQ at Monday's parade episode. Salute!
such.

Rexford G .Tugwell, governor of
Puerto Rico, formerly was chancellor of the University of Puerto
Rico.
The college of commerce
and
business, administration of Tulane
university offers courses in Latin
American trade procedures.
Martha Butler Childs, 91, second woman to be graduated from
the University of Minnesota, died
recently.
The people of North Carolina
provided for a state system
of
higher learning in their first constitution of 1776.

—osear says—

v

A course in radio appreciation
open to the public as well as to
students has been opened at Macalester college.

Dr. James A. Ross, Professor of
economics at Syracuse university,
has been granted a year's leave of
"Yes, we know, South Carolina's>'•
absence to serve in the office of
Gamecocks took the Tigers apart. of those Furmanites.
price administration in WashingBy the way, who won the Caro- ton.
We paid the Birds deserved tribute
for doing that elegant job on a lina-Furman game last Saturday?
Under a labor-study plan opermid-week day not so lorg past.
ation at Berea college, Kentucky,
Whipped Off
students are required to spend less
But one Clemson defeat should not
Autumn Ball was a weekend of
cause us to forget the Tigers and classic whip-offs. Pirze remark of than $150 a year.
1
relegate them among the also-rans. the weekend came when one lovely
Dr. O. F. Evans, University of
lass
was asked by her escort if Oklahoma geologist, becomes sort
Clemson is not unbeaten but the
he
Tigers are compiling a remark- she had a tender spot in her heart of a "ripple reader" when
for him.
wants relaxation; he interprets the
able record.
"Do
you
want
it
straight,
or
do
significance of ripples left in sed"We write, in Charlotte, quite a
lot about the Tigers. Sometimes you want it as any gal would tell imentary rocks.
we are criticized for doing so. her male on a dance weekend?"
Dean Arno Nowotny, head
of
But the fact is, Clemson football she asked.
"' Course I want the
truth, the University of Texas student
during the past few years has
employment bureau places 2,000
honey."
rated this acclaim.
undergraduates In jobs each year.
"Frankly, no."
"The rating experts and agencies
Such is life, my friends.
have let Clemson slip out of their
Dr. Edward A .Birge, president
minds along with the
headline
of the University of
Here's a poem we ran across the emeritus
makers, but that 29-0 spanking
Wisconsin, is one of the
world's
other
day:
handed Wake Forest should make
foremost
authorities
on
lake
uooa
ivioses
quitn:
l
nou
us wonder if it hasn't been somestudies.
shalt not fight:
thing in the way of neglect. When
"War is hell," great Sherthe season is over, the Tigers may
Joseph Caldwell, a Princeton
man said;
well indeed deserve a mighty high
graduate, was the first president
And yet he struck the rebels
ranking among the nation's teams."
of the University of North Cardead.
Thank you, Jake, and maybe
olina.
The
Bishops
cry;
and
send
that big Tiger team has been negour stalwart youth to die.
B. A. Whisler, assistant prolected by the great big press for
"I hate War", shouts Frankfessor in civil engineering
at
awhile, but, it's our way of thinkIowa State colege is on leave of
lin D.
ing that they won't be neglected
absence to serve with the United
Except in case of Germany.
by Jake Wade( who has always
States Engineers at West YellowThis may sound a bit unsaid his say for Clemson.
stone, Mont.
couth, but all those guys don't
And the same can be said for
teU the truth.
Scoop Latimer of the Greenville
A grant of $4,450 by the U. S.
News.
public health service to Loyola
They are two of Clemson's best Remark Of The Week:
"Thank God that I go to a school university will be used for expanfriends.
so interested in my educational sion of field training of students
welfare that they make me go to in public health nursing.
WINDBAG AGAIN
school
on Thanksgiving."
Comes Saturday, and the old
Total income of working studfeud between Clemson and Furman
ents at University of Texas last
will be renewed.
The
Furman
BIG OPERATORS
year was $57,00. Sixteen gifts and
Hornet this week raved
about
For the benefit of those persons grants totaling $28,025, including
Clemson in general, and one guy, who can't see any feasible reason $10,000 memorial grant for rea columnist, supposedly, summed for the organization of the Supply search related to purposes of the
up the situation that when taken Sergeants Club last week, here's an university arboretum, have been
collectively all Clemson men were expose that puts a little light on accepted by the University of Wisa bunch of bums. A pre-game the subject. It seems that Jimmie consin.
editorial had this to say: "Caro- Skardon had on hand a die of a
supply sergeant's key, an investment
The University of Michigan arts
lina Did, Furman Can."
But we say, Carolina beat the which amounted to some thirteen college established the first chair
Citadel.
Did Furman? Carolina dollars worth of cash. Kirk McLeod of the science and art of teaching
tied Wake Forest. Did Furman? had an interest in the investment in the United States.
Not quite
eight more touch- of two dollars and a half. So, Skardon and McLeod promoted the orFrederick Hard, dean of Newcomb
downs might have done it. Maybe ganization of the club.
College at Tulane University, was
then can, on Saturday we're sugNow the members supply ser- at one time golf coach and leader
gesting that the Furman
team geants club can get a key and
of the ban dat Tulane.
carry some iodine and some ban- get their pictures in the annual, and
dages, cause they're liable to get Skardon and McLeod can get their
Two fellowship grants of $200
clawed to death by a Tiger that's thirteen dollars back.
each, for research Work in the degetting fed up with the attitude
Is everybody happy?
partment of business administration, have been announced
at
v
Wayne university.
Eight-seven per cent of co-eds in
a recent survey replied that sweaters and skirts are the backbone of
college wardrobes.

Dear Tom,
The November 13 Tiger issue carried a letter from a fellow student
objecting to the editor of our school
paper and to the things that appeared in it. I would like to take this
opportunity, at the request of quite
a few students, or should I say
cadets, to say that this is by no
means the opinion of the student
body. The writer of the letter is, no
doubt, one of our officers, and is
mad only because the military department didn't turn out any better
than it did.

•—osear says—■

—that from what he hears, the
—that it show were a damp weekboys from Edgefield county are
end out yonder.
afraid to go home. Seems that they
■—osear says—
—that there's something in the ain't very good bullet dodgers.
—osear says—
air.
—that the fellow who said there
—osear says—
—that his two friends from the are two sides to every question
College of Charleston had a large would back down quick if he saw
weekend at the Press Convention. all the guys sitting on the fence
-—osear says—
at Clemson.
—that Shaeffer does the most
—osear says—
—that those Georgia peaches the
appealing rhumbas, congas, etc.
—osear eays—
chemestry boys had up for the
—that he (osear) has only started dance certainly were vivacious, esto fight.
pecially Chandler's, Bissett's, and
—osear eays—
Sosnowski's.
—that one little zooite from
—osear eays—
Pickens just lost a Clemsonite who
—that Couch and Goggans seem
was nuts about her. osear knows.
beht on learning it the hard way.

Charles A. Duffy, 37-year-old
New York city policeman, is enrolled as the oldest freshman at
I will admit that some of our City college.
officers are really good and the best
Draft boards recently granted dewe've ever had, but they are few
ferment for 986 University of Minand far between.
Le me say that WE think The nesota students and faculty mem'
TIGER and its policy are
both bers.
splendid, I would like to congratuThe Horned Frogs of Texas Chrislate the staff on its splendid work,
and I feel sure that if The Tiger tian university will have traveled
will stay as good as it is now it nearly 8,000 miles in playing six
will always be one of the best of their ten games away from
home this season.
school papers in the country.
Sincerely,
A survey Indicates that 66 per
M. S. Christman cent of co-eds wear anklets.

HOW DID YOU LIKE DEAN HUDSON AND
HIS ORCHESTRA?
By QUttLIAN BROWN
James Clark (1) Walhalla. They
made a very big hit with the student body. The Dixie Debs were
particularly good,
Frank Smith (1) Ware Shoals.
The Orchestra as a whole was exceptionally good. What I liked especially was the Dixie Debs.
Bobby Fowler (2) Columbia. Very
good. I think the Dixie Debs stole
the show.
C. M. Trot (1) Charleston.
I
like them very much. The Florida
Clubmen were red hot.
Bill Lee (2) Charlotte, N. C.
They're definitely first class. As
0 dancing band, i» is tops, in
that he plays the music his audience likes.
J. N. Froweln (4) Spartanburg.
The Dixie Debs were as good as
they come. I think the orchestra
as a whole was above reproach.
Walt Goggins
(3) Newberry.
They're the best band we've had
here in quite a time. I particularly
like the slower numbers.
Howard Copeland (2) Newport
News, Va. I enjoyed the Florida
Clubmen immensely. Their version
of "Dark Eyes" was unusually good
for a variety orchestra.
Ray Coleman (3) Pamplico. His
band has improved 100 per cent
since last year. I especially enjoyed his novelty numbers.
W. D. Caughman (2) Columbia.
The music was very, very good.
The Dixie Debs can really sing.
Connor Guess (1) Denmark. I
think the band as a whole was
above the average.
The "Dark
Eyes" number was solid.
William H. Robinson (1) Ander.son. It is a well organized orchestra. Their coordination was what
1 liked best.
"Tubby" Thompson (3) Williston.
I like the band very well, especially the drummer. His novelty
numbers didn't lack anything.
George C. Palmer (2) Greenville.
There was just a little too much
fast music on Saturday night, but
otherwise, I think the band Is
swell.
Jimmy Russell (2) Macon, Ga. I
think it's one of the best orchestras I've ever heard. He's improved considerably since I heard him
last year.
Philip Sutler (1) Columbia. They
were excellent. The Dixie Debs
took honors with their grand singing.
C. W. Elvington (3) Nichols. Personally, I think he has a good
band to listen to, and as for dancing, it couldn't have been better.
Frank Cartwright (1) Youngs
Island. I like the band very well.
The novelty numbers really hit-the
right note.
A. M. Boland (1) Springfield. I
liked the orchestra very much.
The reason I think a few of the
cadets didn't enjoy the novelties,
is that the acoustics were so bad.
F Gregorie (1) Mt. Pleasant. The

band was much above the average. Everybody I know is hoping
he will be here for the next dance.
Robert Mixon (2) Yamasee. The
music was excellent. I especially
enjoyed the drummer and the
Dixie Debs.
Ned Woodruff (4) Cedartown,
Ga. I think it was a very good
band.
I particularly appreciated
his slow music.
Herbert Copeland C41) Newport
News, Va. The music was great.
We ought to have more of his recordings in the Mess Hall.
Hale Sherard (2) Ninety-Six. He
was very good. I wish we had had
more slow numbers, though.
Joe Matin (2) Greenville. I think
he was excellent. The whole outfit
could hardly be surpassed.
Melvin Gay (3) Kershaw. I think
the whole orchestra is swell and
that "drummer man" is a big bit of
all right.
Hiram Brockman (2) Greer. The
college was Indeed fortunate in
being able to schedule Dean Hudson. I wish we had many more of
his recordings in the school here.

PROVIDENCE, R. I—(ACAP) —
A contemporary
oil painting of
Abraham Lincoln, valued at several thousands of dollars," is the
most important single item acquired by the John Hay library
of
Brown University in the last year,
Dr. Henry B. Van Hoesen, university librarian, disclosed In his annual report.
The portrait, 22 by 27 inches, is
the gift of John D. Rockefeller,
Jr., of the class of 1897. It was
completed about 1864 by William
Cogswell, the artist who executed
the Lincoln portrait that hangs in
the White House. Mr. Rocekefeller
purchased the painting in 1928.
Art Critics have said the portrait may be the
original from
which the White House painting
was copied.
LEXINGTON, Ky.—(ACP)—The
tallest drum major in the history
of the University of Kentucky is
leading the University
of Kentucky band. He is six loot, eight
inch Dirk Verhagen,
graduate
student in chemllstt'y, who entered
the university this year after having been graduated by Washington
University at Seattile,
where he
earned the title
of "tallest drum
major on the west coast."
A special uniform had to be
made for yerhagea.
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CLEMSON TIGER PICTURE NEWS

Here are the three juniors and four seniors who were accepted for membership in Tau
Beta Pi, national honor engineering fraternity, last week. Left to right they are A. W.
Somerville, seated, Fred Hobson, C. A. Stokes, Elmore Blanton; Joe Bryan, H. G.
Ballard, and J. S. Withers. Blanton, Hobson, and Withers are juniors.

• • •

Dean Hudson and his band went over in a big way at. the Autumn Ball series last week, and here are some of the
crowd that jammed into the field house Saturday night. Brand new decorations, a good band, and a hard working
CD A all went into making it one of Clemson's most succces sful dance weekends.

• * •

* -k ¥r

Five outstanding members of the Calhoun Forensic Society who have tapped to
membership in Strawberry Leaf, honor forensic organization. They are R. F. Poole,
Jr., E. P. Huguenin, E. E. Dodson, Abe Sutkej:, and R. H. Strange The "berries" will
undergo a week of informal initiation.

The vivacious Miss Bidu Sayao, who was presented in concert here Monday night, vtook an awful chance eating
Harcombe's bull at dinner in the college mess hall. With her is Clemson's Brigade commander, Breezy Breazeale. Miss
Sayao had just reviewed the corps at a brigade'parade.

• • •
When pretty Betty Winkler auditioned for her
first radio job, she had
laryngitis, which gave
her voice
the high,
squeaky quality the director wanted. She got
the job. Her normal voice
returned several days
later, but the director
was so impressed with
her acting by this time
that she was retained in
the role. Betty is currently heard on CBS in
"The Man I Married."

Judge J. Strom Thurmond,
Clemson alumnus and former head of the Alumni association, who figured prominently in a recent gun battle
arrest of several criminals
near Edgefield.

• • •
Blissfully unaware that the fatal date is here, this noble flock of turkeys is intent
on only one thing—the rich feeding grounds toward which they are wending their way.
They're heading for their final fattening—the last roundup. That bird you eat tonight
may be be in this picture, for some of these turkeys make up part of the 2300 pounds
delicious fowl to be served tonight.

Wilton E. Hall, Anderson newspaper man who ia th'a
donor of the Wilton E. Hall trophy for the best all-around
college newspaper in South Carolina. The Tiger has
just won permanent possession of the cup by defeating all
competion in the state for the third consecutive years

FOUR
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Miss Littlejohn

In "Who's Who" At
Winthrop College
By Fanny Cowan. Winthrop
ROCK HILL. S. C. Nov. I*—
Mary Katherine Littlejohn, daughter of Business Manager and Mrs.
J. C. Littlejohn of Clemson. added
her appointment to "Who's Who In
American Colleges and Univers: ties'
last week to her list of honors annexed at Winthrop College.
Mary Katherine. auburn haired
president of the senior class, is a
popular student with an unusual
record in extra-curricular ac:ivities. She was also president of the
sophomore class in 1939-40.

Zoo Girls At
Last Vespers
Vespers last Sunday was conducted by a delegation of girls
from G. W. C. at 1:30 and 6 p. m.
in the Y. Dr. LeRoy P. Burney
from Augusta was the principal
speaker.
Informal group singing after the
program was conducted by a delegation of girls from Purman University who gathered around the
piano in Auditorium 2 in the Y.
Professor Putnam of Purman University was in charge of training
and directing these girls.
Eula Friend, University of Omaha
beauty queen, received 98 fans letters after her picture was published in Look magazine.

WE L C 0 M E
TO

PETE'S
NO. 1
14 PEXDLETON ST.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Brazilian Singer
Makes Big Hit
Bidu Sayao. Brazil's gift to the
music lovers of the world, s
n?w high in entertainment at
Clemson when she ^ang an inspired concert in the field house
Monday night.
Prom her first rendition, Miss
Sayao was obviously mastei of her
audience. She raised music to new
heights wth her flawless "Caro
Nome",
and swept
her hearers
along as she continued a perfect
concert.
Her interpretation
of
Chopin's "Mazurka" was a thing
of incomparable beauty. The tenderness of her "La mi sola Laureola" was deep and full of feeling.
Combining a fine stage pie
a magnificent voice, the Metropolitan star sang without restraint. The audience could
not
help but feel that she was giving
her best, and
it was more than
enough. Seven encores were demanded of her, and she responded generously. She invariably left
her audience
hanging
on the
ropes.
"Estrilita" and "Carry Me Back
to Old Virginia" were among the
most popular of her encores. She
concluded with the aria "One Pine
Day." from "Madam
Butterfly."
and left her listeners calling for
more.
Her accompanist, Milne Chamley proved that he was a musician
in his own right
with a piano
group following intermission. Mr.
Chamley showed a delicate touch
that comes only with experience.
Miss Sayao left Clemson
for
York City, where she opehs
Monday
at the^ Metropolitan
Opera House. She* will take time
from operatic duties for a concert
in Boston December 5, however.
Charles P. Bongardt. law professor at Creighton university, has
been appointed supervisor of the
revision of the Nebraska statutes.

WARNING
Due to the large loss of bottles at The
Jew Shop, the price of all bottled drinks
will be increased by one cent unless
cadets remember to return empty bottles.
If there is no noticeable change in the
loss of bottles by Wednesday, the new
price will go into effect Thursday.

PLEASE COOPERATE
G. G. HENRY, Manager

Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome
MAYFAMt GRILL
MAIN STREET

ANDERSON, S. C.

Sweatte, Payne
And Chipley
Get Grill Steaks
Johnny Sweatte, bill Chipley, and Booty Payne, three of
Clemson's stellar footballers
were selected last night to receive the three free steak dinners given each week by the
Clemson Grill to the outstanding players of the week.
Sweatte and Chipley. both
second string players, were the
main cogenc cogs in the touchdown drives
staged by the
"Blue" team, the team which,
incidentally, parked the Tiger
win. Sweatte gained more than
five yards per try, and Chipley's pass snatching was spectacular. Payne,
first string
tailbace. turned in his usually
good game, running, kicking,
and passing like the all-american he is.
The Grill, located just around
the corner from the campus,
is making the
steak offer a
standing offer, and will each
week feed the three Bengals
who play the best games.

New Brigadiers
Announce Plans

Clemson Students Play Big Part
In National Defense Effort
By JOIMIE LET-ER
Probably no institution in Amer- !
ica is playing a greater single role
in the national defense effort than
is Clemson College which has been
a national defense institution — !
according to current standards of I
what constitutes national defense
—almost since her inception.
:
Clemson is training more infantry :
reserve officers than any other col- i
lege in the United States and will
this year graduate more than 500
into the army of the nation.
!
Probably a dozen electrical engi- .
neers will accept commissions as ;
reserve naval ensigns.
j
Clemson cadets themselves are
grimly realistic about the gravity
of America's position in world af- j
fairs.
i
They think:
We must supply England with
guns and ships and materials of ;
war. England cannot lose; the Uni- |
ted States can't afford to let her
lose even if we have to enter the
war to prevent that catastrophe.
Many of the students are bellicose
in spirit, a survey shows, and think
that the United States should dispatch an immediate armed expeditionary force to team with England and the Free French forces to
form a second front thus relieving
the pressure on Russia.
Clesmon men don't like Russia
but—for once—seem to agree with
Senator "Cotton Ed" Smith that
they'd "ride the devil to Heaven."

Plans for the newly organized
Brigadiers for Christmas Holidays
are practically complete, according
to the business manager, Bob McElveen. The orchestra will play
^for the Anderson County Club at
the Timbers night club in Anderson, on December 19. On the 22nd.
they will be in Greenville, where
will swing out for the GreenProfessor I. S. Pitts and his class
ville--Clemson Club.
Prom here,
they go north to Rock Hill, where in rayon left Clemson yesterday
the York County Club is having a morning and made an all day tour
dance, and after this one night of the rayon plant located at Enka,
stand, the orchestra will motor to North Carolina.
Batesburg to play for a dance to
After hearing a lecture on the
be sponsored by the Saluda-Lexproduction of rayon by Mr. Vanington Club of Clemson.
The only vacant night left is derhooven, personnel manager at
December 25. "It is expected that the Enka plant, the group of 30
this night will be filled before the men were conducted on a tour that
week-end, but anyone interested in
took them from the warehouse to
engaging the Brigadiers on this
date should see me immediately the storeroom where the finished
[product is placed.
McElveen said.

Rayon Class Tours
Plant At Enka, N. C.

COMPANY,

INC,

AN INVESTMENT IN
GOOD APPEARANCE
26 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE

South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men
'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

Our American navy and air force
will be the first units of our fighting forces to be thrown into the
war, they think—and most of them
do agree that eventual participation
is inevitable. Mank think immediate entry advisable.
Besides Clemson's 2,300 infantry
R O. T. C. students, some half a
hundred of them are studying C. A.
A. flight training at the Anderson
airport.
Practically every Clemson College
course is vitally linked with defense
work. Textile graduates are going
into the Army as trained specialists
for the Quartermaster corps, civil,
electrical and mechanical engineers
are going into the engineering corps
and many industrial education students are in defense machine work.
Too, it has been said that "no
national defense is sound unless
based on a sound program of national agricultural policy." The
agricultural school is one of Clemson's largest and Clemson graduates dominate the state's agricultural program.
Chemistry engineers and chemists
have found their way into the
Chemical Warfare service of the
army.
Over 90 per cent of the Clemson
classes of the past three years are
in the services of the army, navy,
or marine corps, a check over the
records has revealed.
Clemson still serves.

Nineteen Join
Forensic Group
i

Last week nineteen Clemson stu' dents were voted into the Calhoun
I Forensic Society after standing a
I prelimenary examination on parliimentary law
announced Prank
Barnes, president.
The examination was based upon
a text written by Professor C. L.
Epting, of the economics department. The initiation started last
Monday week and ended last Saturday. Members of the Freshmen,
Sophomore, and Junior classes were
initiated.
The club is open to anybody of
the four classes in school; its purpose is to teach the boys how to
think on their feet, and educate
them along lines of parlimentary
procedure.
The new members are: A. C.
Southerland, L. B. Potter, J. P.
Green, J. L. Rivers, W. A. Handley,
E. L. Procter, E. T. Palmer, H. C.
Edens, V. M. Cox, L. M. He win,
R. W. Coleman, H. E. Hearns, L.
O. Stevenson, J. S. Evans, J. R.
Copeland, M. B. Hudnall, V. L.
Warner, J. S. Whaley, and N. E.
Gardner.

My Son, My Son
A Letter To A Clemson Student From His Mother On
His Twenty-First Birthdav.

Kathleen Fitz adds more
than beauty to the "Captain Flagg and Sergeant
Quirt" radio series. Before going into radio she1
taught
psychology at
psychology at Wisconsin
University, and now finds
that experience useful in
handling the two girlMarines during the broadcasts over NBC.

Baby Bengals
To Tackle Imps
Determined to hit the comeback
trail, Clemson's Rat gridsters invade Duke University this Friday.
The team has been working hard
to get into shape for the Baby
Devils and to avenge their 27-0
defeat by the N. C. State frosh last
week.
Coach "Rock" Norman has heard
very little of the Blue Imps except
that they tied N. C. State and lost
to North Carolina by a 33-13 count.
The Tigers will be at top strength
and will present a smooth working
combination that has failed only
once this year. With a fine set of
backs, all stars, yet none individualists, the Freshman are definitely
a threat at all times. The Baby

Dear Boy:
Twenty-one years old! Congratulations! May your manhood ever
be as wholesome and clean as has
been your childhood, and boyhood,
and as Sir Galihad, your strength
be as the strength of ten. because
your heart is pure.
When you were very small, a song
that was very popular, following
the tragedy of the World War, was
"I Did Not Raise My Son To Be A
Soldier!" And we mothers proudly
held our boys to our hearts feeling
that the war to save Democracy had
been fought. But it is ever thus.
Wars and rum6rs of wars, and the
end is not yet! And so it does not
look like the torch of liberty you
are now handed, but the torch of
war. New issues to face, new problems to solve, "New occassions teach
new duties, time makes
ancient
good uncouth." But about your accepting the just, and ever refusing
the wrong I do not doubt. You are
there with several hundred other

?cys,

What Goes Up
Comes Down

Pool Speaks To
Newman Club On
Discipline

Even the best have to play second
fiddle sometime. This is the story of
a drum major who lost a decision to
a baton.
Kenneth LeBar, freshman drum
major at Kent State University who
recently won the Penn-Ohio championship for outstanding work as a
drum major, knocked himself out
recently with a baton while practicing. LeBar tossed the baton into
the air, but instead of catching it
in his hand he stopped it with his
head.
Students passing by found LeBar
in a semi-conscious state and took
him to the university hospital,
where he quickly recovered.
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers has issued a charter for
a student chapter at the University
of Texas.
Tigers have one of
charging lines seen
Tigertown. Supported
by exceptionally fine
will fight to match
Devils throw against

BODIFORD'S
DRY
CLEANERS

the hardest
recently at
on each flank
ends, the line
anything the
them.

mothers' sons, who shall be
ushered into the army, probably
upon graduation day! May God forbid that the tragedy of world ear
number one be repeated.
How proud we have been of your
school record in grammar, in high,
and at Clemson. You really have
had a struggle *?ith your finances,
but you just always seem to come
up tops, my boy. It is in you. And
so you're in "Who's Who In American Colleges" this year, and so:
on your twenty-first birthday, in
your senior year at Clemson! Dc
you remember the high school boy
who wanted to go to college, but
everything looked dark, but that
boy would not see the darkness?
He saw beyond, to the light? And
now, dear son, may you ever keep
that power to see through the
darkness to the light! May you
ever follow the gleam.
Fondly,
Mother

Colonel H. M. Pool spoke to the
members of the Newman Club, the
organization of Catholic students on
the campus, at it's regular weekly
meeting last night. His subject was
"Discipline as ADplied to the Country."
Plans were made for a social
to be held Saturday night, November 29. Plans were also made for
the Catholic convention to be held
at Charleston, December 5. 6, and 7.

MEET US AT

ENSOR'S
FOR YOUR FOOTBALL
DINNER

Greenville, S. C.

BRUCE & POSTER DRUG CO.
Cor. Main & Coffee Sts.

We Give 50c
Per Hundred for
Coat Hangers

Greenville, S. C.

Save with Safety At Your REXALL Drug Store

—Get Ready For The Holidays—
Juniors And Seniors Use Your
R. O. T. C. Credit At

DAVENPORT'S

HOKE SLOAN'S

THE SHOP FOR COLLEGE MEN

Arrow Shirts—Botany Ties—Interwoven
Sox and other up-to-date men's wear

207 N. Main St.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

ATANTIC GRILL
All kinds of Sandwiches and Steaks
Fresh Grilled "Wimpy's" With Toasted Roll

Greenville, S. C.

10c

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

J. J. RAFTAKIE, Mgr.
36 YEARS IN GREENVILLE

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

114 NORTH MAIN

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN
FOR YOUR BETWEEN MEAL "PICK ME OPS"
FROSTED MALTED
Toasted Sandwiches
MILK
SHAKES
The
Thick, Delicious
"Home-Made Kind"

Horn* of Pepii-Celo Compony: Long Wand City, N. Y.

Have fun-be friendly
Treat yourself and
others to fresh-tasting
Wrigley's Spearmint Gum
The Flavor Lasts

PEPSl-COl.A L. made onl> DJ Ptl-Sl-COLA CCMSF&NX, Long Island
City, New York. Authorized Bottler: PEPSI-COLA Bottling Company
of Anderson. S. C.

Ham—Chicken Salad
Pimento Cheese
Deviled Egg
CRACKERS...
CANDIES . . .

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU

CAKES . .

LARGE DOUBLE
GLASS

10c
With Ice Cream

15c

FROSTED MALTED
10c
WALNUT SUNDAE
15c

WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

—AT—

SULLIVATVT
HARDWARE fO. 1H
Anderson, South Carolina

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY, Inc
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner-

FIVE
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Big guns in the all-out rout of the Wake Forest Demon
Deacons last week were these Tiger stars. All Greenville boys, Butler in the left picture, and Payne and

Craig in the other, were responsible for much of the
beautiful ground gaining and superb defensive work
which entirely outclassed the North Carolinians and

gave Clemson a 29-0 victory. Butler, one of the smoothest wingbacks on the squad, is twisting through three
Wake players as he starts on one of his jaunts after

■

one of Coach Howard's very deceptive reverses. Payne
and Craig, in the other shot, are coming up fast to stop
one of the Deacons backs in the Clemson secondary.

Tigers To Meet Purple Hurricane Saturday
Thirtieth Battle
Starts At 2 P.M.
Sirrine Stadium
By LARRY COKER
•*M**tt>r*4u>* rton- .-m*v*«aLM

It's Thanksgiving, and as we said last year, when Turkey day arrives, and you're talking about football, you're
talking about the Clemson-Furman clash scheduled for
Greenville's Sirrine Stadium Saturday. The two seem to go
together in South Carolina. And when you're talking about
said renewal of one of the keenest rivalries in collegiate
football today, you're saying about the same things that
have been said last year, the year before, and for the past
twenty-nine years. This time the Tigers again seem to
have the better team, but again all fans will remember
what has happened in former affairs. In other words, it's
always a hard game. /
From the standopint of games played in the long
series, Clemson holds the decided advantage having
won fifteen to the Purples ten. There have been four
ties, the last a scoreless affair back in '37. Last year
the Tigers overcame a seven-point half-time lead to,
win 13-7.
Thus far this season the Clemsons have shown plenty
of all it takes to win ball games while compiling a record of
six wins over such teams as N. C. State, Wake Forest, and
Boston College, against the lone upset 18-14 defeat at the
hands of USC's Gamecocks. On the other hand, Furman,
billed as unbeatable in pre-season press releases, has found
1941 a very hard year. The fact remains, however, that
a club can not and does not win on past performances; so,
the team that wins come Saturday will be the hustler.
POWER TO SPARE
The Clemsons mixed power on the ground with a terrific aerial attack in rolling up the 29-0 victory over Wake
Forest. Payne, Butler, Sweatte, and Charley Timmons combined in the most fierce display of rushing seen on Riggs
field recently. Payne personally accounted for 103 yards
rushing and to that added 113 more by passes.
Three times during the first quarter, the Tiger
team drove down deep into enemy territory only to be
denied passage across the double-stripe. Things looked bad—like state fair—until just after the second period started when the so-called second team drove almost the length of the field and kept the spark to
*"?ore. That scoring play was a masterpiece of strategy
—Sweatte had been plowing the middle of the line for
consistent gains until within the Wake 10, the Deacons
stiffened and held. The fourth down came with Clemson needing 3 yards. At this point Charley Timmons,
Tiger ace line buster came in, and it looked like/Timmons into the line, but here smart football called for
Butler on a reverse, and it was Butler on a reverse for
the score, going over untouched. Timmons missed the
point, but the Wake goal was crossed and the Tigers
went on to win easily.
The second Tiger tally came just before the half when
Payne's passes clicked to lanky Bill Chipley and Butler.
Chipley scored on a pass plav that covered 27 yards. Clemson scored again just after the second half began when Joe
Blalock broke through to block Coc :an's punt and the ball
bounded into the end zone for a safety. Payne scored the
third touchdown a minute later, when after failing to find
a pass receiver, he took out around his own left end for the
score. The final Tiger tally was.set up in the closing minutes of the third stanza by Butler -on a 25-yard jaunt on a
reverse which carried to the Wake 8. Timmons plunged
over and the final score was all Clemson, 29-0.
SPORTS IN BRIEF—Another one for the books —
When Clemson's freshmen were beaten by the first year
team from North Carolina State in Charlotte Saturday, it
was the first taste of defeat ever experienced by rat star
end "Chip" Clark. The Lexington, N. C. youth never played
in a football game where his team was the loser. We certainly hope he can manage another string like that in his
varsity play here. The first college post-seasoon all-star
football game ever played in South Carolina is scheduled for
Greenville's Sirrine Stadium, Saturday, December 6. The
picked team of senior stars to represent the Palmetto state
bids fair to include several of Clemson's Tiger stars. Among
•the eligibles on the Clemson team are, backs McElveen and
Timmons, end Joe Blalock, tackles Fritts, Hambright, and
Hamer, guards Padgett, Jordan, and Sandifer, and centers
"Ace" Parker and Hugh Jameson ..

A RECENT CHotC£
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Norman's Cagers Statistics On
Begin To Click Tiger Win Over
in Practice
Wake Forest
With several days of hard practice
behind them, Clemson's basketeers
are rounding into shape.
The unpleasant business of limbering up muscles made stiff by a
summer of idleness is well under
way and the boys are beginning to
get their weather eyes on the payoff
hoop.
The old fox, "Bock" Norman Is
drilling for accurate passing and
skillfull dribbling. Norman also
stresses defensive drills. "The
Rock's system depends upon five
"heads-up" players scrapping from
whistle to whistle.
Led by Clemson's Blond Blizzard,
Captain Whitey Graham, the boys
have worked with a will and bid
fair to shape into a creditable team.
The height of the team is now
concentrated on the flanks of the
Tiger football team as Blalock and
Chipley practice to trounce Purman. These two, and blocking back
"Hawk" Craig, will put the squad
at full strength after the Auburn
game.
CLEMSON RANKED 18TH. IN
NATION
The Associated Press poll has
for this week moved Clemson up
to the 18th. national position by
virtue of the impressive Tiger victory over Wake Forest last Saturday. Ranked behind Clemson in
the second ten are Texas Christian,
Georgia and Washington, three
top-notch teams.
Texas A. & M., Duke, Alabama,
Texas and Mississippi are the only
Southern teams which received
higher ratings than Clemson. In
the Southern Conference circuit,
Duke and Clemson are the only
teams to receive a rating, with the
University of South Carolina being
included in the "also ran".

Statistics of the Wake Forest-Clemson
frame:
Wake
Forest Clemson
First downs
7
19
Yards gained rushing
SO
841
Forward passes attempted.. 25
19
Forward passes completed.. 1%
7
Yards gained passing
104
185
Forward passes intercep by 1
©
Yds gained on inn-back ot
intercepted passes .... 9
O
Punting average (from
scrimmage)
45.6
43.ft
Total yds. all kicks returned 83
68
Oppo. fumbles recovered. .0
X
Yards lost by penalties ....«»
80

The annual grudge game of the
South, the Clemson-Furman battle,
will be played before the usual capacity crowd this Saturday at the
Sirrine Stadium in Greenville. .
This week has seen both teams
going through a fast pace in their
last minute preparations for the
classic. To Furman as well as to
Clemson, this is perhaps the most
important game of the season. It
has been said many times that Purman's idea of a perfect season is
a victory over the Tigers, no matter how many they dropped previously.
Injuries, as usual, are the only
things which appear to make the
Tiger chances of a sound victory
less than would be expected ordinarily. However, none of these appear to be serious enough to warrant any real and immediate danger, and by game time, the majority of the boys on the sick list
will be in condition. Furman from
all appearences seems to be in tiptop condition, and is raring to go.
The Furman record thus far has
been far from being very impressive as far as statistics are concerned, but past history is forgotten when these two rival schools
meet. The first game of the year
saw the Purple Hurricane playing a
whale of a game against Tennessee
and even offering the Vols a serious threat. A decline followed and
Furman found itself in a backslide from which it could not recover.
Clemson's record has only been
marred by the South Carolina upset, but the past two games have
shown that the Tigers are still in
there playing heads-up ball.
The line appears to be the chief
weakness of the Furman line-up,
especially the guard positions which
are being held down by a batch of
sophomores. The George Washington game clearly brought out this
defect more than any other encounter. Although the front-wall
averages 203 pounds, the Tigers rate
superior in this particular spot and
should do much better on line
plays.
The Furman backfield is a fast
and a dangerous one which stresses
speed and decption more than power. Proctor is the key man of the
attack and is really as good as
he has brought out to be. An excellent passer and runner, he should
give the Tigers most of their headaches Saturday afternoon. Others
who have played bang-up ball this
season and who are worth watching are Sizemore, Braziel, Hamer,

SPORTS
LARRY W. COKER, SPORTS EDITOR

Bowling Leagues Cl emson Crushes
Being Organized Wake Forest 29-0

Bowling teams are being organizes! Jnto competitive leagues in the
various ranks of commissioned and
non-commissioned officers of the
corps, it has been announced by C.
O. Ingram. Formation of the
leagues is under the direction of
brigade commander Kennon S.
Breazeale.
A team will be formed in every
organization of sufficient strength
among corporals, sergeants, supply
and first sergeants, second lieutenants, first lieutenants, and captains. The winning team in each
league will receive an award.
Ranks of officers not having sufficient numbers to form separate
leagues will be organized into joint
teams.

Oscar Burkhard, chairman of
the German department of the
University of Minnesota, sees no
indication of a return of the 'antieverything-German"
feeling of
World war days.
Barnett, and Bruebeck. Coyle, a
sophomore, is a triple threat man
who has seen very little action this
season, but will no doubt be there
Saturday.
Power, speed and deception are
combined in the Tiger backfield and
are carried out by an excellent aggregation of performers. Led by
Payne, Timmons, Franklin, Craig
Clemson will no doubt pull a few
tricks out of the bag that will have
the Purple Hurricane running in
circles. On power drives, Timmons
and Co. are perhaps the best delivers of the goods in the nation.
Either the first or the second string
backfield can be counted upon to
do its share of the work, for it
has been shown that both are
equally as strong.
This game will mark the finishing of the Tiger season with only
the Auburn encounter left after
Furman. A Tiger victory in both
of these games will perhaps bring
a Bowl invitation, but Clemson is
intent on winning these two and
then start thinking of the Bowls.

Playing before a ^capacity home- i ing over for the touchdown. Timcoming day crowd", the Clemson mons came through with the exTigers turned loose a smashing tra try, making the score 13-0 for
ground and Nair - attack to score Clemson at the half.
The Tiger scoring spree started
an easy 29-0 victory over the Demon Deacons of Wake Forest at early in the third quarter with Blalock blocking a Deacon punt. The
Clemson Saturday.
"Booty" Payne led the ITiger ball rolled out of the end zone for
machine, completely overshadow- an extra two points for Clemson.
Clemson quickly followed up the
ing the rest of the field by gaining 103 yards running and sharing safety when Timmons returned the
in passing plays in which 113 yards Wake Forest kick from his own 30
were
gained.
Marion Butler, to the Deacon 44. Payne then passed
Charlie Timmons and Johnnie to Blalock for 24 yards, and followed
Sweatte carried on the rest of the up with one of the nicest runs of
Tiger offense duties in great style the game for another Tiger tally.
with the entire line playing superb Timmons' kick added another point.
A Wake Forest kick out of bounds
ball, both on offense and defense.
set the stage for the final score.
Clemson opened up with two long Taking the ball on his own 27 yard
drives into the Deacon territory marker, Payne raced around right
only to be set back with Wake end to the Wake Forest 41. Butler
Forest taking over each time, once followed suit around left end and
On their own three yard stripe carried the drive to the three yard
and again on the five. Both teams stripe from where Timmons went
came through with some long and over through the Deacon line. The
timely punts, putting each other extra point try was good, putting
back deep into the end zones.
the score at 29-0.
Wake Forest started a last quarThe first score of the game
came in the second period, with the ter -drive that brought them deep
Tiger second team providing the into the Tiger territory, but lost
spark that carried 75 yards to a the ball on downs on the Clemson
tally. With Johnnie Sweatte do- 17 yard line. The remainder of
ing most of the smashing' through the game was an up and down
the middle of the line, Clemson race with neither team making
moved up from their own 27 to the much headway.
Deacon 46. Sid Tinsley then pass- Pos.—Clemson
Wake Forest
ed to Bill Chipley which moved the LE—Blalock
Cline
ball down to the 28. Butler took a LT—Fritts
Preston
reverse and went 22 yards to the LG—Padgett
Kapriva
six yard line. The next two plays C—C. Wright
Staford
found the Tigers on the Wake RG-.T. Wright
Givler
Forest ttiree. On the following RT—Hamer
Jones
play Tinsley took the ball starting RE—Pierce
,
IcarelU
on a wide right end around then OB—Craig
Hoechack
handed the ball to Butler who
Cochran
went around the left side with no LH—Payne
Perry
one around. The try for the extra RH—Franklin
Polanski
point was blocked, putting Clem- FB—Timmons
Scoring by quarters:
son ahead 6-0.
0 13 16 0—29
In the closing minutes of the Clemson
0 0 0 0—0
half, Clemson took to the air to Wake Forest
Butler (for Franklin), Chipley
score again, with Payne's consistent passes bringing the Tigers (for Pierce), Payne, Timmons,
to the Deacon 27 yard stripe. The Safety; Blalock. Point after touchnext play found Chipley snaring down, Timmons 3.
Payne's pass on the five and walk-

Deputation Team
Goes To U. S. C.

Sports Forecast By Tiger Experts
Alabama-Vanderbilt
USC-Miami
Auburn-Villa Nova
Ga. Tech-Florida
Va.-U. N. C.
V. M. I.- V. P. I.
Wake Forest-Geo. Wash.
Georgia-Dartmouth
Miss U.-Arkansas

Coming around the last turn into the home stretch, the leaders
are again neck-and-neck. Norman
has over-taken McMillan,
with
Cox in third position. Next week's
forecast will be the last and biggest of the season with a total of
fifteen predictions.
In the starter, Alabama gets a
four to one choice over the Commodores from
Vanderbilt. Only
"Goat" McMillan supports Vandy.
Thojie pesky Carolinia Gamecocks again
have Tiger
ranks
The professional school of so- split. Norman and Cox pick Carcial work at Tulane university Is olina over Miami on the latter's
the only one in the south.
grid, but the remaining
three

Norman
Ala.

use

Aub.
Ga. T.
Va.
V. M. I.
W. F.
Ga.

Howard
Ala.
Miami
Aub.
Ga. T.
Va.
V. P.I.
W. F.
Ga.
Miss.

coaches give the nod to Miami.
Auburn, Clemson's for of a week
hence, gets an "all out" vote to
Trim Villa Nova on the yanks own
field.
Again we are agreed, Georgia
Tech should take Florida in stride.
Since none of the coaches give
the boys from the land of sunshine a chance against the boys
from the land of good moonshine,
we'll chalk up a 5-0 choice for
Tech.
With Virginia invading Chapel
Hill to tackle U. N. C.'s Tarheels,
only Walter Cox plays the long
shot and picks
North Carolina.

M'Millan
Vandy
Miami
Aub.
Ga. T.
Va.
V. M. I.
W. F.
Ga.
Miss.

Cox
Ala

use

Aub.
Ga. T.
U. N. C.
V. P. 1
W. F.
Ga.
Miss.

The others
string along
with
"Wild Bill" Dudley; a four to one
choice.
In an intra-Virginia struggle,
V. P. I. rates a slight edge over
V. M. I.'s Cadets. The
leaders,
Norman and McMillan stand by
the Kaydettes as the minority to
a 3-2 vote.
Another unanimous
choice is
Wake Forest over George Washington. This choice bears out a
coach's natural scorn of comparative scores which mean absolutely no fair comparison of two football teams.
Tapering tit, the coaches have

M'Faddin
Ala.
Miami
Aub.
Ga. T.
Va.
V. P. I.
W. F.
Ga.
Miss.

made three unanimous choices as
they did last week on which they
were upset on one
as Bucknell
edged out George Washington 6-0,
Washington" and Lee gets the call
over Marylands woeful Terapins.
Next, Georgia, Sinkwich, and Co.,
are favored to take
Dartmouth
into camp as the northerners invade Athens. Finally, the University of Mississippi is the choice
over Arkansas.
That's all for another week. No
Man knows what the outcome will
be, but somebody wil say "I told
you so," on Monday morning.

The Clemson YMCA deputation
team, headed by Dick Sosnowski,
who is president of the local Y, was
in charge^ of the Vespers program
at the University of South Carolina last weekend.
Elmore H. Blanton presided over
the meeting. Talks were made by
Sosnowski and George Staunton.
Claude McCain was the pianist, and
McConnell Hance furnished special
vocal music.

Former Track Man
On Campus Monday
N. E. Byrd of Branchville, a coholder of the Southern Conference
100 yard dash record, was among
the visitors in attendance at tne
South Carolina S&dmen's convention that visited here Monday.
Byrd set the record of 9.4-5 seconds in 1910 while a student here
and it has been tied only by
"Mountain Goat" Lynn, another
Clemsonian, in 1935.
Byrd, who also edited the Taps
during his senior year, was coached
by Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun^now dean
of the school of cheriftstry and
geology
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Public Address System Successful In Tryout
'41 Class Gilt
The Last Wcrd
—by uncle w&lt&i
Put Info Use
;God Save Furman! Dizzy McLeod And His
Can't. They're Too Busy Tryin To
n All Barracks *Team
fcSave Themselves.

Be Used By OD For
Regular Notices

The public addres? system pred to the school by the
of 1941 was put into use for the
first time last Saturday. The outfit, when completed, will afford a
complete coverage for all the barracks. The amplifier and control
panel are located in the guest room
next to the guard room, and the
amplifier is so wired that it is
possible to call a student on any
hall in the barracks and carry on
a conversation.
The remainder of the speakers
are slated to be installed in the
barracks in the near future. When
the system is completed, the necessity of having more than one
bugle call for formations will be
eliminated and all companies will
fall in at the same time. The amplifier will also be used to announce the uniform of the day and
what the corps is to do from twelve
to one, as well as special formations and emergency calls. The amplifier has built into it a radio and
a record player which makes it
possible to play radio programs
and music over the speakers.
A course in fundamentals of
meteorology has been added to the
department of physics at the College of Mount St. Vincent, Riverdale, N. Y.

Witch caulldrons are brewirg up
various and assorted potions of hate
on the Women's College campus
and the men students of Purman
are offering prayers to their -little
flesh and water god Dizzy McLeod at Greenville's institution for
the mentally and intestinal deficient, as the inmates of this poiso;:
ivy covered joint indulge in probably what is the worst excess of
wishful thinking ever to take place
on any of the nine planets.
Furman, as usual, is outwardly
shinning with confidence and inwardly quaking in their
boots.
That is, those of them who have
learned to wear footgear. Most of
them have learned not to shoot
on sight, but they all still show
finesse in drinking out of twoquart fruit jars.
The Furman student tom-tom
beaters started early on a campaign to stiffen the notoriously
weak Furman
windbag's
back.
They have "Beat Clemson" buttons that look like they were
painted on beanery plates; they
answer the 'phones with "Beat
Clemson" instead of the traditional 'hello"; they have erected
posters; and they have adgitated
for prayer meetings.
Even the Furman band has developed an imitation of school
spirit.
The band members are
working on a series of intricate
maneuvers that they say will put
the Clemson Senior Platoon to

shame.
Reliable sources have it
that the Furman band "drill" resembles a combination of an Indian war dance and the Big Apple.
I: fact, everyone over there is
putting on a good show. That is,
all except the football
players
themselves. They have formed a
pool, each contributing two-bits.
This jackpot will go to the last
Furman player standing on his
feet. In case all are taken care
of in the first play, the funds will
go to chairty to provide straightjackets for retired Furman professors.
The Furman players really aren't
such bad fellows. I've known one
all my life. His mother used to
wash for us. He always said that
if a thirg was worth doing at all,
it was worth doing well, but in
that case, somebody else would do
it. Carolina, for instance.
Their
coach
in
a
recent
pep talk told his boys (not men)
that they would beat Clemson or
break their necks trying- Well,
the score is already one up for
Clemson. Merrit Morris, commonly called "Big Momma", is sporting a late model '41 plaster cast,
ard the game is stilll two days
off. They obey their coach.
One Furman prof has proved
to himself that Furman is destined
to win the game thumbs up. His
method of logical reasoning runs
thusly: Furman will either beat
Clemson or it won't beat Clem-

WE ALWAYS HAVE GOOD FOOD AT THE
RIGHT PRICE

?
J

BE SURE TO EAT WITH US DURING THE WEEK-END
AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

^
k

The Very Best Western Steaks

^

SPECIAL HOT PLATES

25c for Cadets

Sandwiches and Drinks Of All Kinds

^
J

THE CLEMSON GRILU
The Three Outstanding Players In Saturday's Game'-Will Each Receive One Of
Our Special Western Steaks FREE.
Also each player who makes a touchdown will receive one steak^FREE!

GOOD LUCK, "TIGERS"

Jungaleers Sign
For Ten Dances

Four of the prominent Clemson alumni who gathered on the campus for last Saturday's Homecoming festivities are shown just outside the
Field House following the annual alumni banquet
At the left is Fred Wise of the 1938 team, now
of Johnston; next is Bill DiHard, coach of Anderson High's championship athletic teams and a
son. But it will not beat Clem-1
son:-Therefore it will beat Clemson. Figure it out.
Clemson boys kr.ow that the
Tigers are going to win. Their
girls told them so.
But Furman students are no fools.!
They're all bettin on Clemson.

former Clemson star. Third from the. left is Dr.
R. G. Hamilton, captain of Clemson's first football
team in , 1896, who, incidentally played every
minute of every game and never received an
injury, and at the right is Randy Hinson, assistant coach temporarily on duty at Fort BovSe
Texas.

Survey Made Of
Student Faiths

A listing of the church affiliaFranklin and Marshall college
will receive about $30,000 from the tions of the 2,305 students enestate of Benjamin F. Fackenthal, rolled at Clemson College for the
Jr., former chairman of its board. current semester revealed today the
y*##*<*+•»*■****+****•******■» ***i majority of students at this institution are Baptists, Methodists, or
Presbyterians, in that order.
The complete church affiliation
table places the student body into
z Senior Classmen to sell
the following religious groups: Bap► Students Christmas Gifts $ tist. 835; Methodist, 604; Presbyterian, 363; Episcopal, 166; Lutheran 81; Catholic, 75; Associate
Reformed Presbyterian, 33. A total
of 34 students listed other denominations, and 90 cadets neglected to
designate a church membership or
preference*

WANTED
LIBERAL
SALARY

Write P. O. Box 284
Anderson, S. C.

DANIELS IX HOUSTON
Dr. D. W. Daniels, dean emeritus of the school of general science,
left Clemson Tuesday for Houston,
Texas, where he will address the
Texas State Teachers Association
todav.

The Jungaleers, Clemson's own
dance orchestra, have signed up
for ten dances during the holidays over Christmas. The group's
itinerary includes Savannah, Ga.,
Bennettsville, S. C, Allendale, Rock
Hill, Laurens, Augusta, Ga., Charleston, S. C, Sumter, Union, and
Orangeburg. They are playing in
Savannah for the Savannah-Clemson Club on December 22; on
Christmas day the group will be
in Rock Hill, to furnish music for
the Winthrop girls, and on the
30th, the orchestra will play for
a dance to be given in Charleston.
The next day will find the Jungaleers in Sumter, furnishing music
for the
Sumter-Clemson
Club
Dance to be given that night, and
the orchestra will culminate its
tour shortly thereafter with a trip
to Union and an engagement in
Orangeburg.
Of interest to Ciemson boys who
will be in Greenville after the
Furman-Ciemson game Saturday,
is the fact that the Jungaleers will
be playing for the dance to be
given by the German Club that
night in St. Mary's Hall. All Clemson students are invited to attend.

Turn About Is
Only Fair Play
Unidentified but thorough intruders in Seattle college's 24,000
book library one night iurned the
' volumes around on their shelves,
j their ends and titles to the wall.
i A ^^ dozen Patient co-eds were
busy for several days re-arranging
the books. Meantime library business' was suspended.

DOBBS HATS
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
ANDERSON'S FINEST

The first of a series of programs
on the subject "From Courtship To
Marriage" was presented at the
regular meeting of the Presbyterian
Students Association last night,
The talks, which were given by
Julian Michael and Jim Glenn,
were based on the first part of
a series outline drawn up by Rev.
Julian Lake, pastor of the- Oakland Avenue Presbyterian Church
Rock Hill,
Mr. Lake has made an extensive study of courtship and marriage and is considered an authority on the subject.
The first program covered the
I subject of
"Friendship
and Its
j Connection With Courtship". The
I series will include three more proi grams.
Words and music for seven favorite university songs are being sold
by the Wayne university student
council in a 13-page booklet.
The only two chapters of Phi
Lambda Pi, sole organized social
sorority for married women, are
found at Tulane university and
Louisiana State University.

|BOWL

AT

5CLEMSON
AND
KEEP
\ YOUNG

INGRAM'S
BOWLING
CENTER
Cash Night Every
i Wednesday Night 8 P. M.
Last Week's Winner
PIG EDWARDS

Airplane manufacturers are finding many uses for plastics.

INC.

MAIN AT EARLEST.
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

PSA Group Learns
Courtship Secrets
In Weekly Program

"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

JACK POT THIS
WEEK $5.00
ONE TICKET FOR
EVERY GAME

BOLT'S DRUG STORE
DELICIOUS PLATE LUNCHES
11:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
4 N. Main

DAN TASSEY
South Carolina's Largest
Exclusive Body Rebuilders

Greenville, S. C.

STONE BROTHERS
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
AND STUDENTS.

108 N. Main Street,

Greenville, S. C.

THE DELUXE DINNER

• UPHOLSTERING

Next to Carolina Theater, Greenville, S. C.
ORIGINATORS OF WORLDS BEST HAMBURGERS

• SEAT COVERS
• GLASS REPLACEMENT.
SIX THIRTY ONE SOUTH MAIN ST.,

GREENVILLE,

------

SOUTH CAROLINA

FLOWERS FOR THE GAME!
Give Your Date A Clemson Flower
Large yellow Chrysanthemum with Purple "C"

See McLEOD AND GREENE
Room 8-223

Agents for Wakefields

rsOlsn^
lass around the Chesterfields and
it's pleasure time for everybody . . . smoking
pleasure that only the right combination of
the v oriel's best cigarette tobaccos can give you.
Chesterfields make good friends... they're
milder, definitely better-tasting and cooler-smoking. Everybody who smokes them likes them.
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